Low-Frequency
A High-Resolution,
SpectrumAnalyzer
Thisdual-channelinstrumenluses digitalcomputationwith
a mi crop r ocessorto make frequency-d omain m easureme nts
in the 0-to-25.5-kHzrange with bandwidthsas narrow as
20 mHz,and do it hundredsof timesf asterthan conventional
sweptJrequencyanalyzers.At the same time,a number of
other importantcapabilitiesare obtained.
by Nixon A. Pendergrassand John S. Farnbach

HE RECENT ADVANCES in large-scale integrated-circuit technology have brought substanI
tial improvements to the performance of measuring
instruments. In particular, microprocessor control of
spectrum analyzers, recently described in these
pages,l'2 brought significant advances in capability
to this class of instrument.
A microprocessor is used in a different way to
achieve high performance in a new, moderatelypriced dual-channel spectrum analyzer (Fig. r) for
use in the audio and subaudio frequency range (0.02
Hzto 25.5 kHz). The digital technology used in this
instrument, Model 3582A, provides greatly increased
measurement speed and several measurements not
available with analog techniques, such as true-rms
averaging and a coherence function.
The measuring bandwidth of the Model 3582A can
be as narrow as 0.02 Hz in a S-Hz frequency span
anywhere in the o.O2-Hz-Io-25.S-kHzrange, and on
the O-to-1-Hzfrequency span the bandwidth can be as
narrow as 0.004 Hz. The instrument's dynamic range
is more than 70 dB with full-scale ranges of +ao dBV
down to -50 dBV [+30 V rms to 3 mV rms).
The 35824 processes incoming signals digitally
and stores the results for repetitive, flicker-free display on a fully annotated, high-resolution CRT
(Fig. 2). The method used to processthe incoming
signals, however, also derives phase information, a
capability not normally associated with spectrum
analyzers. Thus, besides obtaining spectrum displays, this analyzer, with its two input channels and
phase measurement capability, can be used to measure transfer functions (Fig. 3). This is a measurement
already familiar to electrical engineers and it is of
growing importance to mechanical engineers, as in
determining how a structure reacts to a forcing function. The transfer function phase spectrum is particularly useful for pinpointing resonant frequencies.
To enhance these capabilities, the analyzer has a
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built-in noise source that generates all frequencies of
interest simultaneously for use as a measurement
stimulus. This provides the user with a complete
spectrum and network analysis instrument in a single
compact package.
Transient Capture and Averaging
Because it uses digital storage, the 3582A can cap-

Cover: Analysisof lowJrequency sounds is but one of
many uses for the Model
35824 Spectrum Analyzer
described in this issue. fhe
spectrum analyzer's coherence function is being used
here with a microphone and
an accelerometerto find out
which partsof a machine contributeto the overall
sound level and what their contributionsare.
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Fig. 1. Model 3582A Spectrum
Analyzer works wrth signals that
havetrequencycomponentstn the
range between0.A2Hz and 25.5
kHz. Digital processlng wtth cus
tam integrated crrcurtsprovides
high performancetn a compacttn
strumentat moderatecast.

derive amplitude and phase spectra.
Alternatively, the 3582A can take the power avera g e I R M SA V E R A C ]oEf )u p t o 2 5 6 s p e c t r a t o r e d u c e u n certainties when characterizing signals that have
r a n d o m c o m p o n e n t s .A n e x p o n e n t i a l f o r m o f a v e r a g ing can alsobe applied to reducethe contributions of
older spectraas new spectraare added so changing
spectra can be observed while being smoothed by

ture single-shottransient waveforms for subsequent
display in a way similar to digital storage oscillos c o p e s( F i g . + ) . A l s o , w i t h a n a p p r o p r i a t e t r i g g e r s i g nal, up to 256 repetitions of a waveform can be ar,eraged, improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the
w a v e f o r m ' s t i m e r e c o r d b y a sm u c h a s 2 4 d B . A n a l y s i s
can then be performed on the averaged waveform to

Fig.2. The fully annotateddisplay of Model 3582A has four
givingtheinstrument's
linesof alphanumeric
rnformatron
measurementconfiguratton.The first two ltnesfrom the tap give
verticalaxtsintormation,the bottam two give frequencytntormation. A movable marker (bright dot) reads the trequency
and amplitudeof the indicatedpointwiththree-digitresalutiot),
rltsnlstinn

Fig.3. Model 3582Aobtainstransferfuncttons,both magnitude and phase,by relattngthe signal at the output of a
device to the signal at the input. Thetransferfuncttancan be
neasuredoverfrequencyspats as narrowas 5 Hz anywhere
wtthtnthe 25 kHz range of the analyzer.

p,thpt she.lt tta Ot teldtive valLte>.
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Fig. 4. Transient waveforms can
be captured for display as an
amplitude-vs-time record (left).
Thestored waveformcan then be
analyzed, such as finding the
am plitude spectrum (rig ht)

averagrng.
An additional "averaging" mode, referred to as
IEAK HOLD,retains the highest value encountered at
each frequency as several successive spectra are processed. This allows the analyzer to be used with
swept-frequency sources and to perform other tasks
such as measuring the amount of frequency drift in a
signal.
Coherence
function. Used
Model 3582A also has a coHERENCs
with RMSAVERAGING,
this relates the power spectrum
of a signal at the output of a device to the power
spectrum of the input signal, giving an indication of
how much of the output power is a result of the input
(Fig. s). At frequencies where the coherence function
is 1.0 (top line of the CRT graticule), the output is
caused entirely by the input. At frequencies where the
coherence function is less than 1.0, noise or distortion
within the device is contributing to the output. This
function is particularly useful for investigating causal
relationships in multiple input systems becauseit can
give a measure of how much each input contributes to
the output while all inputs are active simultaneously.
It also provides insight into the accuracy of transfer
function measurements since it gives an indication of
how much the measurement is disturbed bv noise.

harmonics, and other unwanted signals generated
within the system being evaluated.3'a
Display Features
The 3582A gathers input data in one block of
read-write memory (RAM) and uses other blocks of
RAM for processing and displaying the data. This
allows the measurement function to be changed and
the result displayed without the need to gather new
data. This is important in an analyzer that has narrow
resolution bandwidths, since gathering one time record for processing can take up to 250 seconds.
With the exception of time functions, which are
displayed singly, any two traces may be displayed at
the same time. This enables amplitude and phase to
be displayed simultaneously. In addition, any two
traces may be stored for later recall. Thus, a newlyacquired transfer function amplitude curve may be
compared against a stored curve.
Considerable flexibility exists for display of
amplitude information. The display may be linear in
volts or gain, or it may be logarithmic in dBV or dB at
LEVEL
10 dB/div or 2 dB/div. The avpt ttuDE REFERENCE
switch increases the display gain in 10-dB steps for
convenient positioning of the displayed information.
The reference level and the scale factor are displayed
numerically on the CRT for ready reference.

powerateachfrequency
Fig.5. Thecoherencefunction(right)givesameasureof
thefractronof
in thesignalatthe outputof a device(center)thatis causedby thesignalatthe input (left).Among
otheruses, thiscan indicatethe validityof a transfer functionmeasurementby showinghow much
output power comes from sources other than the driving signal.

Phase information is displayed on a -r-200overtical
scale, giving hysteresis at the -r180'boundaries that
prevents the phase trace from continually jumping
between the top and bottom of the display if the phase
measurement jitters across -+-180o.To further prevent
ambiguous displays, whenever the signal amplitude
falls more than 65 dB below full scale where noise
would obscure and confuse phase values, the phase
measurement is suppressed and zero phase is displayed.
A marker in the form of a brightened dot may be
placed on any displayed trace except time-function
and recalled traces. The frequency and amplitude or
phase at that point in the spectrum are displayed
numerically on the CRT (see Fig. 2). Pressing the
MARKERSETREFkey stores the marker frequency and
amplitude or phase as a reference. Then at any later
time, pressing the MARKER
RELkey causes the present
marker value relative to the stored reference to be
displayed. If a point on the display is desired as either
the sraRr or CENTERfrequency of a measured frequency span, placing the marker on that point then
causes that frequency to be stored as the new STARTor
cENTERfrequency when the sET FREe key is pressed.
Pressing the + r/sw key gives a reading of spectral
density at the MARKERposition automatically normalized to a 1-Hz bandwidth for noise densitv measurements.
HP-lB Compatibility
Model 3582A has an HP-IB* port, enabling remote
control of the analyzer in automatic test systems. The
HP-IB port also allows reading from and loading into
memory, halting and continuing signal processing at
specific points, and reading from and loading into the
CRT alphanumeric display. It is possible, for example, to off-load the spectrum signature of a rotating
machine onto magnetic tape through the HP-IB and at
a later time reload it into the analyzer for comparison
with the present signature.
When controlled through the HP-IB port by an external controller, such as the Model 9825A Desktop
.HP-18:
TheHPInterface
Bus,Hewlett-Packard's
imDlementati0n
ol IEEE
Standard
488-1975andANSI
MCl.1.
Standard

Conection
Thelastlineon page8 0f ourAugustissuewasmissing.
Hereit is, incaseyou'dliketo copyit
andoasteit in:

mixerpositivetransition.
The phase-lockedloop has adjusted
Thecomplete
section
reads"Thecondition
beloretriogerinO
is nowreestablished,
thatis,the
zerothcount is matchedin time to the mixerpositivetransition.The phasslockedloop has
ad,usteditseltto lockto the new beatfrequency."
Als0,on page4, thelastlinebetore
thetitle"Hysteresis
Arming"shouldread"ln +Tl 0NLY
" Theword"not" was
the5370Awillnotmeasure
anytim€interual
lessthantennanoseconds.
inadvertently
omitted.
And,0n page16, "eminerfollowerlogic
(EFL)"shouldhaveread"eminetrtunction-loOic
(EFL)."There'sa bagdiflerence.

Computer, the Model 3582A gains greatly enhanced
signal analysis capability. With user-written
software, the knowledgable user can apply the spectrum analyzer/desktop computer combination to the
computation and display of such quantities as autoand cross-correlation functions, impulse responses,
and cross-power spectra.
Displayed traces are also converted to analog form
and supplied to an X-Y recorder output.
Internal Details
A simplified block diagram of the Model 3582A
Spectrum Analyzer is shown in Fig. 6. Each input
signal initially goes through an attenuator and an
amplifier that has programmable gain. This is followed by a low-pass filter. The signal then goes to an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), after which all
processing is done digitally.
The low-pass filter in each channel is required to
prevent aliasing in the analog-to-digital conversion,
i.e., it removes high frequencies that would appear as
low frequencies when sampled. The ADC sampling
rate is '1,O2.4
kHz, so high frequencies appear to be
folded about 51.2 kHz. Unless filtered out, input signals above 76.8 kHz would therefore appear on the
display as below 25.6 kHz.
The low-pass filtering is done by an active
seventh-order, elliptic filter that has a cut-off frequency of zs.o kHz and a 100 dB/octave roll-off. The
stopband above TOkHz is over 80 dB down while the
passband ripple is less than 0.1 dB.
The ADCs are 12-tjit successive-approximation
converters. To reduce the effects of quantization and
associated nonlinearities for low-level signals, an
out-of-band 27-kHz sine wave is injected as a dither
signal into the signal path before each ADC at a level
45 dB below full scale. Since the dither signal is not
synchronized with the sampling, the noise it produces is broadband. A small signal, that otherwise
might fall between two quantization levels and not be
detected, alters the statistics of the quantization noise
so it is resolved by subsequent processing for display.
Although the quantization noise is large relative to a
-75-dB signal, it is broadband white noise so the
narrow passband of the 3582A reduces it to well
below -80 dB with respect to full scale, enabling the
instrument to consistently detect signals at the
-75-dB level.
Digital Heterodyningand Filtering
The outputs of the ADCs are applied to multipliers
that digitally "heterodyne" the center of the frequency band of interest down to 0 Hz. Frequencies
outside the band of interest can then be removed by
low-pass filters. This is the same technique used in
the Model s4zo{ Digital Signal Analyzer to obtain
band selectable analvsis.s

Fig. 6. Slmp/lfled block diagram ot the Model 35824 Spectrum Analyzer. The entire signalprocessingchain from the tnputsthroughthe ADCsrs lso/aledelectricdlyfrom chassrsground
and the remainderof the tnstrumentto help eliminateground loops.

Traditional analog heterodyning techniques for
shifting a band of frequencies into a fixed bandpass
filter have image-frequency problems that become
increasingly severe as the band of frequencies approaches 0 Hz where the images become very close to
the desired frequency band. In band-selectable
analysis, the samples of the input waveform are multiplied digitally by samples of a complex waveform,
cos2nf"t-jsin2nf"t, instead of using a real multiplication by cos2zf"t. The effect of this complex multiplication is to slide the whole frequency spectrum to
the left along the frequency axis so the selected center
frequency (f.) is at O Hz.6 Frequencies that otherwise
would become close-in image frequencies thus maintain their relative positions with respect to the desired
frequency band and are readily removed by low-pass
filtering.
The result of the multiplication is two data streams,
one representing the real components of the
frequency-shifted spectrum and the other representing the imaginary components (for zero-start frequency spans that require no frequency shift, the
Lo inputs to the digital mixers are set to *1 in the
3582A so the data streams pass unchanged through
the multipliers). The two data streams are low-pass
filtered in digital filters to obtain the desired frequency span and then stored in RAM where they are
held for subsequent processing. The frequencyshifting and filtering thus enable a narrow band of

frequencies anywhere in the analyzer's frequency
range to be isolated for high-resolution examination.
Each filter and associatedmultiplier (digital mixer)
are integrated on a single IC chip (seefollowing article). Putting these complex circuits into integrated
circuits reduced the parts count significantly and was
a major factor in achieving compact size and moderate cost in this high-performance instrument.
Digital Oscillator
The samples of the waveform, cos2zf"t-jsin?nf
"L,
used as the "local oscillator" signal, are produced by
a digital generator that uses cosine values from a table
stored in read-only memory (ROM). Linear interpolation between stored values allows the table length to
be confined to 7o24 values.
A block diagram of the generator is shown in Fig. 7.
A binary representation of the selected center frequency is stored in a latch. This number determines
the incremental phase angle between samples of the
output cosine wave, and is added repeatedly to the
total accumulating in the second latch to select the
addresses of ro-bit samples of a full cosine cycle
stored in the cosine ROM. This ROM holds 1024
samples.
For a given phase, both cosd and -sin0 are computed. Since for low frequencies the phase must be
of a cosine
specified to a greater precision Ihan 1,1'1,o24
cycle, the computation of cosd is done by using the

Fig.7. Block diagramof the " digttal oscillator." lnstead of waveforms, this generator supp/les
digital words corresponding to
amplitude samp/es of sine and
cosine waveforms.

ChoosetCos,+Sin

first two terms of a Taylor series expansion:

range.

c o s d : c o s ( @ + e J: c o s d + e $ c o s { : c o s d - e s i n f ,
dd
where S is a phase value in the cosine ROM, and e is
the error so @ + e : 0. The computation is in fractions
of a cycle so e must be converted to radians. These
conversions are stored in the interpolate ROM.
The values of cos@,e, and -sin{ are latched at the
outputs of the ROMs and the remainder of the computation is done by a hardware multiplication and addition to produce cos0.A similar computation is used to
obtain the -sind output.

Processing Speed
FFT processing, display preparation, and averaging take somewhere between 350 and 600 ms to transform a time record into a displayed spectrum, depending on the instrument's operating and display
mode. Thus, the spectrum can be presented almost
immediately upon conclusion of data gathering.
Furthermore, for frequency spans up to 500 Hz, the
instrument has "real-time" operation, that is to say,

Processing the Data
The filtered waveform samples stored in RAM are
processed by a fast Fourier transform (FFTJ algorithm
(seebox, next page). The result of the FFT processing is
a series of stz values representing the real and imaginary parts of the input waveform spectrum at 256 points
in the selected analysis band (rza points for each channel in dual-channel measurements). These may then
be presented on the CRT display as a plot of
amplitude vs. frequency. The phase relationships of
the frequency components with respect to the
waveform reference are also derived from the real and
imaginary data and may be presented as a graph of
phase vs. frequency.
In effect, the 35824 functions as though the input
waveform were applied to a bank of zs0 narrow-band
filters in parallel and the output of each filter were
represented on the display by a discrete dot at the
corresponding point on the display frequency scale.
A line generator connects adjacent dots to obtain a
continuous trace. The measurement can be made with
256-line resolution within narrow frequency spans
located anywhere in the basic 0-25.5 kHz range of the
instrument when using the digital heterodyne
technique to obtain band-selectable analysis
("zoom"). This greatly enhances the analyzer's resolution. For example, the basic spectral line spacing
with the S-Hz frequency span is 0.02 Hz, and this span
can be moved anywhere within the 0-25.S-kHz range
of the instrument. This gives the equivalent of a res o l u t i o n o f t . z A O . o o 0l i n e s o v e r t h e f u l l O - Z S . S - k H z

0dB
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-70 dB
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Fig. 8. Ihe effect of the passband shape on spectrum dtsplays of a single tone. Drsplaysrn the column at left are the
resultof tuning the input signal frequency to one of the FFT
spectral frequencies.Displaysat right result from tuning the
input frequencyto a point half way betweentwo FFTspectral
frequencieswherethe windowlength is not an exact multiple
of the signalpenod. ln all cases,the inputsignalamplitudeis 0
dBV.

The Fast Fourier Transform and
the Model 35BzA
Digitalprocessing
of spectrumanalyzersignalsoffersseveral
advantagesover analogapproaches.One of the most significant is that filteringoperationscan be performedwith no drift
and with high noise immunity.Complicatedarithmeticoperationsthat would be expensiveor nearlyimpossibleas analog
tasksare readilyimplementedby digitaltechniques.
The Model3582ASpectrumAnalyzerusesdigitalprocessing
with the fast Fouriertransform(FFT)to derivea complete256linespectrumfromjustone inputrecord,an especiallyimportant
capabilityin an analyzerwith very narrow bandwidths.For
example,usingthe 0-1-Hzfrequencyspan,Model35824takes
250 secondsto obtaina singletimerecordfromwhichit derives
A swept-frequency
speca spectrumwith0.004-Hzresolution.
trum analyzerwould take over 100 times as long to obtaina
spectrumwith that resolution.
As explainedin the maintext,Model35824takessamplesol
the waveformto be analyzedand processesthem digitallyto
obtaina sequenceof words that correspondto samplesof a
low-passor bandpassfilteredversionof the inputwaveform.
Thissequenceis then processedby an FFTalgorithmto obtain
anothersequenceof words that correspondsto the real and
imaginarypartsof the frequencyspectrumof the filteredinput
waveform.
Duringthe designof this instrument,
considerable
effortwas
devotedto derlvingan FFTalgorithmthat could be performed
by a microprocessor
in a reasonableamountof time using a
minimumof memory.

ln the single-channel
basebandmode,the time recordconsistsof 1024realsamplesthat are formedIntoan arrayrepresentinga 512-pointcomplexrecord by a processknown as
scrambling.1
The complexFFTalgorithmis then appliedto this
arrayfollowedby anunscramblingroutinethatderivesthe nonnegativefrequency
components
of theoriginaltimerecord.This
use of scramblingand unscramblingtechniquesavoids the
wasted processingtime associatedwith applyingthe FFTdirectlyto real data, which would resultin calculatingboth the
positiveand negativefrequencycomponentsof a symmetric
spectrum.
Furtherprocessingspeed efficiencies
were achievedin the
FFTsoftwareby implementing
the 512-pointFFTas a base-B
twiddle /actor algorithm.2With this organization,most of the
internalto the base-Btransformare by factorsof
multiplications
+ 1 and t/. Thesedo notactuallytakeup processingtimeso do
not slow overallprocessingspeed.
however,requiredsignificantly
The base-BFFTorganization,
more programspace than base 2, becauseconsiderations
of
speed requiredexplicitprogrammingof everyinternalstep of
the base-8transform.However,this cost was minimizedby
usinga Sande-Tukey
algorithmfor the base-Btransform,rather
than a Cooley-Tukey.
This structureprovidesan entryintothe
base-Bsubroutineat a pointwhere it performsa dual base-4
transform.With this, a 256-pointFFT could be programmed
using a base 4 x B x B twiddlefactoralgorithmthat used the
The 256-pointFFTalgorithmis necessamebase-Bsubroutine.
"zoom"modewheretwo independent,
saryforthedual-channel
256-point,complex recordsare processedto give two 256pointcomplexspectra.
Also, becauseof the placesin the Sande-Tookey
algorithm
wheremultiplications
occur,truncationand roundingintroduce
less norse.
In its finalform,the FFTprogrampackageconsistsof about
1100programwords,the bulkof whichis devotedto the base-B
subroutine,Much smallerportionsare devotedto the control
routinesfor the 512- and 256-pointtransformsand an even
subroutines.
smallerpart is devotedto miscellaneous
the digital
In the zoom mode,eithersingle-or dual-channel,
heterodyning
suppliesthe data samplesto the FFTprocessing
alreadyin complexform,so the scramblingand unscrambling
processescan be bypassed.The FFTalgorithmthen produces
a 512-pointcomplexspectrumwhen the instrumentis in the
mode.
single-channel
In the dual-channel
basebandmode,thetimerecordconsists
of two 512-pointrecordscontainingreal samples.Theseare
scrambledinto a single512-pointcomplexrecordthat is prothen unscramcessedby the 512-pointcomplexFFTalgorithm,
f requencycomponentsof the two
bled to givethe non-negative
lnDUtrecordsoectra.

Computing the FFT
For a time record consistingof N amplitudesamplesx(n),
wheren:0, 1,2....N- 1, the fast Fouriertransformcalculatesthe
f r e q u e n c sy p e c t r u mX ( k ) w
, h e r ek : 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . -N1, a t N f r e q u e n cies:
N1

X(k):

>

x ( n ) er 2 ' n k l N

n= 0

T o a c h i e v e t h e n e c e s s a r yp r o c e s s i n gs p e e d , t h e F F T
softwarein Model 35824 implementsthis calculationwith integer arithmetic..The softwarewas designedto achievethe
highestpossibleprocessingspeed wlthoutunreasonable
requirementson the programmemoryspace, and to minimize
noiseintroducedby truncationand roundingwithoutintroducing arithmeticoverflowproblems.
The FFTcalculationis not affectedby the selectedfrequency
producedatasamplesat a ratethat
span.Sincethedigitalfilters
is properlyscaled for the selectedfrequencyspan, the FFT
softwareneedsto calculatespectrabasedonlyon thetimeand
frequencyindicesn and k, The display processingsoftware
appliesthe properscalingto the frequencyaxisof the display
afterthe FFTprocessing.
'Wilhinleger
arithmetic,
sometimes
relerred
to asfixed-point
arithmetic,
values
arerepresented
bysigned
inteoer
(scientific
binarynumbers
instead
of mantissas
andexponents
notati0n).
The
latteris oftencalledfloatinO-p0int
arithmetic.
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there is no gap between the end of one time record and
the beginning of the next. This is because the instrument can acquire a new time record while simultaneously processing the previous record stored in memory.

Windows
One consequence of making an FFT measurement
for a finite length of time is that the length of the time
span or "window" during which the measurement is
made affects the resulting spectrum. The mathema-
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tics of FFT processing deals with signals as though
they were periodic with a period equal to the window
length. If the signal is indeed periodic, and if the
length of the window is an exact multiple of the signal
period, then the computed FFT spectrum is similar to
the corresponding analog spectrum. When there is no
such relationship between the signal and the window, a discontinuity exists that results in broadening
the base ofresponse peaks (seeFig. 8). For this reason,
FFT analyzers offer a means of attenuating the beginning and end of the window so the signal is brought
smoothly to the zero amplitude level at both ends.
The modified signal waveform then has no discontinuity between the end of the acquired time record
and the beginning of a hypothetical repetition of the
same record.The results of FFT processing are
thereby made to agree'more closely with the true
spectrum.
The shape of the window affects the shape of the
resolution bandwidth (see box, next page), so the
3582A provides a user with a choice of three window
shapes. In keeping with the spectrum analyzer orientation of the instrument. these are labeled pAssBAND
sHAPEon the front panel. The three passbands offered
are UNIFORM,HANNING,and pLar rop.
The uNIpoRv passband is basic in that it allows the
input signal time record to be treated with a constant
gain factor during FFT processing. Since it does not
alter the time record, it is used primarily for capturing
transient signals. Many transients start at the zero
level and decay to the zero level so no window shaping is necessary and the onset of a transient, which
may contribute significantly to the spectral properties
of the transient, can be left undisturbed (see Fig. a).
The uNrpoRv passband provides the narrowest frequency resolution, so it is used whenever the
periodicity assumption of the FFT can be satisfied
without the end-point discontinuity problem. As will

be explained below, the UNIFoRMpassband is also
useful when the built-in noise source is used as a
stimulus for the measurement.
The plar tot passband, developed especially for
the 3582A, uses a window with a gain-vs-time characteristic that results in a filter response that is practically flat across adjacent spectral lines. Thus, signal
components that lie between FFT spectral lines suffer
less than 0.1-dB amplitude degradation. This
passband is useful for analyzing the spectra of discrete tones where amplitude accuracy is important.
There is considerable overlap of adjacent passband
responses, however, so it is more difficult to resolve
fine frequency detail with this passband.
The well-known HANNINGpassband, widely used
in FFT analyzers, results in a passband width that is
midway between the other two (adjacent responses
overlap at -1.5 dB). The passband is narrower than
the ruar rot passband while the stop-band lobes are
at a lower level than the uNtpoRlapassband. Thus it is
most useful where frequency resolution is important
but high accuracy in amplitude measurement is not. It
is often used for measurements of noise-like spectra
that have broad distributions of energy.
The window or time record length is automatically
selected with selection of the frequency span so the
time record will encompass one complete period of
the lowest frequency of interest. Passband shaping is
implemented digitally by the microprocessor. In all
cases,time records are stored without window shaping, and windows can be changed without requiring
the gathering of new data.
Broad Spectrum Source
The built-in signal source is a pseudorandom noise
generator. The signal originates in a shift register
using feedback taps to produce a two-level (binary)
waveform that changes from one level to the other in

Fig. 9, fransfer function measurement (center) of the admittance of a 9.995-kHz crystal (left)
using the pERtoDtc
noise source for excitation and the 0-25-kHz frequency span. Because the
nolse source'sspectral linesare matched to the analyzer's,the measurementresultls smooth
even though averaging is not used. Much greater detail showsup (right) when the measurement
is made over a narrowerspan (50 Hz centeredat 10 kHz) with band-selectableanalysis,where
both the source and analvsisspectral linesare more closelv spaced.

Window Functions for Spectrum
Analysis
by Roger G. Cox
Windowtunctionsare frequentlyused in conjunctionwith fast
(FFl) analysisto minimizetwoof the limitations
Fouriertransform
rmposedby the FFT:a limitedtime recordprovidedas inputto
the FFT;and a limitednumber of output frequencysamples
generatedby the FFT.
The firstlimitationgives riseto what is knownas the uniformor
rectangularwindow. The uniform window always occurs by
defaultsince amplitudesamplesare takenonly during a time
intervalT, Thecontinuousinputsignalthusappearsto be multiplied by the gatingfunction:

-112r

G(t) : 1 for -f 124<f 12and 0 lor I<-f 12 andf l2<t.
ThefrequencyresponseG(s)is the Fouriertransformof G(t):
u(s):

sin(zs)
,wneres:rt.
?s
12345
Frequency (s=fT)
Hanning Window H(s)

Any continuousinputsignalspectrumwill be convolvedwith
G(s)suchthatwhensinusoidal
signalsare inputto theanalyzer,
insteadof seeinga singleimpulseon the frequencydisplayfor
each sinusoid,one observesa responsewiththe shapeof G(s)
at each impulselocation.This is why the windowfunctionin a
FFT analyzercan be regarded as the equivalentof the lF
p a s s b a n d i n a c o n v e n t i o n a ls w e p t - f r e q u e n c ys p e c t r u m
analyzer.

H ( s ): G ( s ) *

1

)

A1(s-k).

To get otherfrequencyresponsecharacteristics,
morecosine
termscan be used.A flat-toppassbandshapewouldbe desirable because of the second FFT limitation:that of a limited
numberof frequencysamplepointsbeing used to evaluatea
continuousfrequencyfunction.Thisflatshape is differentfrom

Window Shapes
The uniformwindow(Fig. 1) can be thoughtof as a window
consistingof a dc component(:1) multipliedby the gating
functionG(t) All window functionsmust includethe gating
properties
of G(t).lf anyotherwindowshapeis desired,it can be
constructedby multiplying
the uniformwindowfunctionG(t)by
an arbitrarycontinuoustime functionconsistingof the sum of
severalcosinefunctions.Forexample,thewidely-used
Hanning
window(Fig.2) consistsof a dc termand a singlecosinetermi
H(T) : G(0(A0+ 2Ajcos2nt),where46 : 1 and Ar : 0.5.
The frequencyresponseof the Hanningwindow is the resultof the convolution
of G(s)withthreeimpulses:
one at dc and
a pair representing
2A,cos2zt:

Flat Top Windorv F(t)

-112T

Fig.1.

Time
Unilorm Window c(t)

12
34
Frequency (s=fT)
Uniform Window G(s)

5
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123456789
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Flat Top Window F(s)
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t h e r o u n d e d l F r e s p o n s eo f m o s t c o n v e n t i o n asl p e c t r u m
analyzers,where a frequencycomponentbeing measuredis
alwaystuned to the top and center of the lF passband.ln a
digitalanalyzerusingthe FFT,the frequencyspeclrumis sampled only at discrete intervals.This means that af accurate
areto be madeon signalsregardless
amplitudemeasurements
of frequency,the windowfunction'sresponsemust be essentiallyflat over one channelspacingof the FFT(-112<s<112),
The flat-topwindowin Model35824 is flat within1% over one
c h a n n e sl p a c i n g( F i g .3 ) .
In additionto theflatpassband,accuratemeasurements
over
a widedynamicrangerequirethatthe responserolloff rapidlyto
the maximumdynamicrangeof the analyzer,The flat{op window in Model3582Ahas a rejectionof betterthan 90 dB in the
stop band, which occursonly five channelspacingsfrom the
centerof the window.
To obtarnthesedesirablecharacteristics,
four cosineterms
are neeoeo:
a
F ( t ): G ( t ) ( A o + 2 ) A l c o s 2 z k t )
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F(s):G(s)* ).An6(s-k)

coincidence with clock pulses, but not necessarily on
every clock pulse. Changesfrom one level to the other
occur in pseudorandom fashion, giving the waveform
a frequency spectrum that approximates white noise
over the analysis band. A low-pass filter with a cutoff
frequency much lower than the clock rate limits the
frequency band to the flattest part of the spectrum and
shapes the output waveform to an approximation of
G a u s s i a nn o i s e .
Such a waveform is called pseudorandom because,
although locally random in character, the pattern repeats exactly. The spacing between spectral lines is
inversely proportional to the length of the pattern
(and proportional to clock rate). The 3582A provides
the user with a choice of two pattern lengths. With the
NoISEsouRcs switch set to IERIoDIC,the length of the
pattern exactly matches the measurement window
length. The spectral lines of the noise source then
exactly match the spectral lines of the FFT measurement. The UNIFoRMpassband can then be used to
achieve measurement accuracy without danger of
spectrum smearing. Measurements can be made
across the entire frequency span without frequency
sweeping and without the averaging that is required
with true random noise excitation.
If the system has nonlinearities, errors can be introduced when using the PERIODIC
noise source because
harmonics of the waveform's spectral components
fall exactly on other spectral lines. These errors cannot be reduced by averaging. The RANDOMnoise
source is useful in this situation. Although the naNDoM source is actually periodic and hence
pseudorandom, the period of its waveform is over
250,000 times as long as the psRtontcwaveform, so its

spectral lines are far more densely packed and harmonics do not necessarily fall on the spectral lines.
Measurement errors due to nonlinearities can therefore be smoothed out by averaging.
Because of the close spacing of the RaNoov
source's spectral lines, an additional use for it is in
situations where very high-Q resonances may be involved. With the less densely spaced excitation
energy lines of the pnRtontc source, a high-Q resonance may fall between lines and the resonance may
not be fully excited.
With both types of noise, the noise bandwidth is
matched to the selected frequency span. For measurements in the "zoom" mode, the noise source is
mixed with the digital oscillator output, converted to
analog form, so in aII casesthe noise spectrum covers
the analysis band. Fig. 9 illustrates how this characteristic affects measurement resolution.

Calibrator
Another pseudorandom source within the instrument supplies a calibrating signal to the signal chancontrols are set to the
nels when the input SENSITIVITY
car, position. This source generates a pseudorandom
sequence 256 clock pulses long that repeats at a 1-kHz
rate. This results in a frequency comb with 1-kHz
spacing between frequency components and a sinx/x
amplitude distribution. Since the first zero does not
occur until 256kHz, the comb is flat within -f 0.2 dB
up to 25 kHz. The calibrating signal is injected into
the signal channels immediately after the input attenuators so that all of the amplifiers and filter
passbands may be checked.
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HP.IB

Fig. 10. Block diagram of Model 3582A's control functions

InstrumentControl
A block diagram of the 3582A control functions is
shown in Fig. 10. Overall instrument control is handled by the microprocessoron the processorboard,
which also does the FFT calculations and display
conditioning. This is the same 16-bit microprocessor
that was developed for the Model 982bA Desktop
Computer.T
Generalcontrol of the instrument is accomplished
over the processor I/O bus, a 16-bit, parallel, bidirectional bus with four additional control lines. The
processor can interrogate the status of the various
boards over this bus and program them according to
the operating mode of the instrument.
Under local (front-panel)control, the processorinterrupts its signal and display processingtasksabout
10 times per second to read the status of the frontpanel switches. When changes are detected, signal
processing may continue with changed parameters,
or may be discontinued and restarted depending on
the nature of the change.The 1.O-Hz
polling rate is fast
enough to enablethe instrument to appearto respond
instantaneouslyto switch changes.
Under remote cbntrol via the HP-IB, the only
changein the control processis that the processorno
longer interrogatesthe front panel. Instead,the HP-IB
softwareroutines interrogatethe HP-IB board and set
internal switch status registers to correspond to the

programmedswitch positions.
To be able to offer a high degreeof HP-IB control,
almost none of the front-panel switches are wired
directly to the functions they control. For example,
the rotary input sensitivity switches are not connectedto the attenuatornetworks on the input boards.
Rather, they are connected to a microprocessor I/O
bus port, and the attenuatorsareswitched by meansof
reed relays via a different port. In this way, the processor can program the input attenuators to agree
with either the front-panel switches or the HP-IB
selectedsensitivity.
The processorboard is connectedto the ROM and
RAM boards by the memory bus, a bidirectional, 16bit, parallel bus that is separatefrom the microprocessorI/O bus. The ROM and RAM memories are
distinguished only by different high-order address
bits.
The bulk of the ROM memory is stored in 16 maskprogrammedROM's, each storing 2K 8-bit bytes.To
allow for last minute program improvements that inevitably arise during development of any new program of this size, room was left in the ROM board for
four "patch" ROM positions that can acceptdifferent
types of fuse-link programmable ROMs, depending
on jumpers on the board. The 16 mask-programmed
ROMs cover the address space from 010000s up
while the addressesbelow 010000sare assignedto
the patch ROM positions.
The software is organized so that small program
blocks are linked by addressesstored in the patch
ROM. Most of the rest of the patch ROM addressspace
is empty. Hence, to change a program block, it was
only necessaryto changethe addresslink pointing to
that block and write the new block in the blank space
in patch ROM. This made it possibleto begin instrument production while softwarerevisions were being
made without the delays that otherwise would have
resulted frorn waiting for the generation of new
masks. Thus, the first production instruments were
shipped with the coruect software but without the
need to equip the entire memory with expensive
programmable ROMs.
The RAM memory has 4 K 16-bit words storedin 16
dynamic RAM chips, each organized as 4K 1-bit
words. Memory refresh is not performed by the RAM
board itself, but rather by the interaction between the
RAM board and the digital display driver.
The RAM board is built as a two-port memory, with
one port servingthe processorover the memory bus,
and the other port serving the digital display driver.
To present a display, the processor formats both
graphic and alphanumeric information into a special
areaof RAM memory.The digital display driver then
r e a d s t h e s e w o r d s , s e p a r a t e sg r a p h i c f r o m a l phanumeric information, and draws this display on
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the CRT using the analog display driver. Since the
rate at which the digital display driver reads words
from the RAM board is sufficient to keep the memory
refreshed, no additional refresh circuitrv is needed on
the RAM board.

Hewlett-Packard FFT Analyzers
The Model35824 SpectrumAnalyzerdescribedin the preceding is the newestmemberof Hewlett-Packard's
familyot
FFT-basedanalyzers.
The othersare the Model54204 Digital
SignalAnalyzerand the Model5451C FourierAnalyzer.
The Model 35824 SpectrumAnalyzerprovidesa low-cost
meansof obtainingthe advantagesof FFTprocessingfor signal
analysis.lt can measurespectrumamplitudeand phase,transfer functions,and coherencewith frequencyresolutionas fine
as 0.02 Hz over the entire25-kHzlrequencyrange. lt is optimizedfor simplifiedoperation,smallpackagesizeand weight,
and low cost while providinga powerfulset of measurement
capabilities.
lt includesmanyconveniencefeatures,such as a
choice of three windowsand a trackingnoisesourcethat reduces the averaglngtime usuallyrequiredwith random-noise
sources.
The Model 54204 DigitalSignalAnalyzer,describedin the

October1977issueof the Hewlett-Pabkard
Journal,has additionalmeasurement
capabilities.
lt was designedfor thosewho
need auto- and crosscorrelation
functions,power and cross
spectra, and statisticalanalysesof signals, in addition to
frequency-domainmeasurements.Pre/post-trigger
delay is
providedfor acoustic,transient,and transferfunctionmeasurements,
and the analyzermay be operatedfrom an external
clock to adapt it to rotatingmachinerystudies.
Model 54204 also providesvery flexibledisplayformatting
that can give Bode,Nyquist,and Nicholsplotsas well as linear
plotsof results.Digitalstoragefor measurement
resultsis prov i d e d b y i t s b u i l t - i nm a g n e t j ct a p e u n i t . P o s t - p r o c e s s i n g
includesuchoperationsas integrating
capabilities
an acceleration spectrumto a velocityspectrum,or calculatingcoherent
outputpowerand open-loopgain. lt has a built-intrue random
noise source for stimulus-resoonse
m e a s u r e m e n t sT
. he
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frequencyrange extendsfrom 25 kHz
5420A'smeasurement
can be as fineas
downto 0.008Hz and itsfrequencyresolution
4O p.Hz,lts dynamicrange is 75 dB.
The Model 5451C FourierAnalyzer,a furtherelaborationof
the Model 54514 described in the June 1972 issue of the
Hewlett-Packard
Journal,offers a very flexibleand powerful
that is capableof a full rangeof analysisfuncttons,
alternative
includingthe inverseFourrertransform.lt is a fullycalibrated,
multipurpose,
computer-basedsystemand can be obtained
w i t h a f u l l r a n g e o f c o m p u t e r p e r i p h e r a l ss u c h a s d i s c
memories.This combinedwith user-writtenprogramsallows

each systemto be tailoredto specificapplications.lt can also
be obtainedwithup to fourinputchannelsand optionsfor such
t a s k s a s v i b r a t i o nc o n t r o l ,m o d a l a n a l y s i s ,a n d r o t a t i n g machinerysignatureanalysis.ltsfrequencyrangeextendsfrom
'100
to
kHz,and itsdynamicrangeis
dc to 50 kHz and optionally
75 dB.
Thesethreeanalyzerscovera wide rangeof applicationsin
structural
dynamics,
studiesconcerningmechanicalvibrations,
acoustics,underwatersound,communications,
and other investigations
involvingaudio and subaudiofrequencies.

SPECIFICATIONS
HP Mod€l 3582A Sp4trum
Frequency
FBEOUENCY MODES:
0'25 kHz SPAN: Measuremenl rs pedo.md over nred tequency iange ot
0 Hz io 25 kHz independenl ol FBEQUENCY SPAN contol.
0-STABT: Measuremenl rs peilo,med over I'equoncy range delned by
FBEOUENCY SPAN contol with lixed slad neouencv ol 0 Hz
SET CENTEF: Measuremenl is pedo.med ove. a iiequency .ange wilh wrdlh
delermrned by FFEOUENCY SPAN @nsd and cenler tequency sel by
ADJUST contoi with 1-Hz fesolulion.
SET START Measurement is peilormod over a jfequency range wlh widlh
delermrned by FBEQUENCY SPAN contol and stad iiequency sel by
AOJUST contol with l-H2 resolurion.
FREOUENCY BANGE:0.02 AzIa 25.5 KAz.
FREOUENCY SPANS:
0 STABI MODE: I Hz lull scab ro 25 kHz llll scale ln 1-2 5-5-10 sequence.
SET START OF SET CENTER MODE: s-Hz span ro 25-kH? span in 1-2.5-5r0
FFEOUENCY ACCUFACY: :0.003% ol display cenlor iioquency.
FREOUENCY RESOLUTION: Marker .esolulion is equal lo calcllaled oornl
spacing io. seledd tiequency span and number oi channels (see Table)
FILTER PASSAAND SHAPE:
3-dB Brndwidth

(o.ssi o.o5)%j {oes. ooz).r
orspan
i ol span

f@-dB bandwid!h'l
L&-M.l
FIAT TOP PASSBAND SHAPE provrdes oplimum amplillde accufacy. UNf
FORM PASSBAND SHAPE is oolimized lof use wilh tansienls and wlth the
PEFIODIC NOISE SOUBCE. HANNiNG PASSBAND SHAPE orovides an amoli
lude/liequenq fesolulion compromise lor general noise measur€menls.
SIf,GLE-CHANTEL ANALYSIS PAFAMETENS:

Frquency
Spatr
'H:
2.5 Hz
5Hz
r0 Hr
25 H2
50 Hz
100H:
25O Hz
$0 H.
1 lHz
2.5 kH:
5 tHz
t0 tHz
25 kHz
Coilesponding

llme
Re@rd
Lcngth
(NAo

250s
1 0 0s
50s
25s
5s
2.5s
s00ms
250ms

Carculatd
Point
Spacing

004 H2
01 Hz
.02 Hz

2Hz
1Hz
242
10 Bz
20 Hz
100Hz

dualchannel

Equival€nt

Fls! lop

{At)

parameleG

Analyzer
ACCURACY:
A M P L I T U D E i:0 . 8 d B
PHASETi5 degrees.
FESOLUTION:
IOG AMPLTTUOE:0.1dB wilh marker
LINEAR AMPLITUOE:3-digil soontinc noblion with marker
PHASETI degree wnh marker

NOISE

Noke

Aanning

gandwidlh

Unliofm

6 00 mHz

4.00mF
1 0 . 0m H ,
3 0 . 0 m H z 20.0 mHz
60.0 mHz
150mHz
363 mHz
726 nqz
300 mHz 200 mHz
1 4 5 H 2 6@ mHz
15Hz
1 . 0 0H z
363H2
7.26H2
3.00 H2
2.00 Hz
14.5 Hz
6.00Hz
4.00 Hz
s3Hz
1 5 . 0H 2
l00Hz
72.6 Az
30.0 Hz
2O.Otz
145 Hz
40.0 nz
@.0 Hz
150Hz
100Hz
363 Hz
36 3 mHz
7? 6 mqz

are iound

by doubling

calculaled

ono hali lhe lime record
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Coherence
Functlon
M E A S U R E M E N Tt O O E : D u a L c h a n n e r1 2 8 - p o i n lc o h e . € n c e t u n c l i o n s a r e
measured wilh rms ave.aging only.
RANGE: Eonom display line is 0.0 and lop lne is 1.0.
FESOLUTION:
DTSPLAY:0 125/maiord,vis,on.
MAFKEF:0.01

OC FESPONSE: Adjusiable to _'40 dg beow maximum inpul level wilh ton!
panel dc balance adjushenl.
AMPLITUOE ACCUFACY {@erall a.curacy,s th€ sum ol accuracyat passband
cenlef and filtef ac.uracy):
A C C U B A C YA I P A S S B A N OC E N T E F : 1 0 . 5 d 8 .
FLAT TOP FILIER: *0, 0 1 dB.
H A N N I N GF I L T E F : + 0 . 1 5 d 8 .
U N I F O R MF I L T E B * 0 , - 4 0 d B .
FESOLUTION:
LOG] 0.1 dB wdh mafker:
LiNEAA:3 drgils wilh marker
LINEAEITY: i0.2 dB 10 02e6oi iurr scate
AMPLITUOE CALIERATOF: Inlernal calbraton sLgna is a Ine spdtum wilh
nomrnal 1-kHz iieqlency spacing and lundamenral bvet ot 2210.2 dAV on
log scales and 20r0.5 volts on I neaf scale
OVEFLOAO LIMITS:
LOG. Oveiload occ!6 ar 100?aol maxrmun Inpll tevetwhich is equaito tutl scats
whon AMPLITUDE BEFEFENCE LEVEL is set lo NOBMAL When ove.oad
occurs. spunous products may be drsplayed.
LINEAFTOvenoad occufs at l00o/eol maximum inpur tevel which, dopending
on Inpul attenuaro. seting, rs al 6/a or 5/8 ot tult scate when AMPLTTUDE
BEFEFENCE LEVEI rs sel to NORMAL. When ovedoad occurs. sp!.ious
prodlcls may be dsplay€d.
AVEAAdNG MOOES:
FM5: lor ea6 calculatd tiequsncy poinl, displayed amplitud€ is
! ( 1 / N ) : A , X l ) a n d p h a s er s { 1 / N ) : d i ( l ) .
PEAK: Fo. each calculabd t.eqlenry poinl, displayed amplitlde is MAX Ai(l)
and phase is coresponding valle ol reta nd amplilude poinl.
TIMEr Fo. each lire record po,nl the ampfiude is (1/N):Ai(l).
T h e a v e . a g e d t m e r e c o r ds t a n s t o r m e d l o E v e c o r e s p o n d i n g a n p l i t u d e a n d
NUMBEF OF AVERAGES: 4 to 256 n brnary sequence, and exponental. Ex
ponental averagrngIn rms mode gves running average wilh new spectal dala
werghted 1/4 and prev ols resull by 3/4. Exponential n peak mode gives conlinuols peak hold operaton.
phase
MEASUREMENT MODES: 256-pornl phase spedra are measured m snglechannel mode Two 12a-pdnl phase specta ars neasured n duafchannel

pornl
lenglh

Amplitude
ilEASUREilEIT MOOEST256-poinl amplilude specla are measured In s,ngle
channel mode. Two 128'point amphude specta are measu.ed n dual cha.ne
OISPLAY MODES:
LOG: 10 dB/major drvision or 2 dBhajor div8ron
LiNEAB: Constanrvo(agehajo. division
AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENT RANGE:
LOG: Calibraled allenualor fange is r30 dBV lo 50 dBV snglelone rms
naxrmlm inpul level In 10-d8 i02 dB sleps Conhuous vernler p.ovides
'10 dB ol uncalbraled atenuation beMeen sreps.
LINEAB: Calital'ed ailenualor rangs s +30 V rms lo 3 mV srngletone rms
marimLminpltrnl'3'l0squenc€ Vernierprovidesconnnlouscoverageb€lween sleps AMPIITUDE FEFERENCE LEVEL prcvrdes8 addihonalranges
down to I rv lull scal€
DYNAMIC RANG€:
OiSTOBTION PFODUCTS: '70 dB below maxrmuminpu level
SPURIOUS FESPONSES: '70 da bebw maximum ifrpll levei

DISPLAY AANGE: From +200 degrees to
A C C U R A C Y :i 1 0 d e g f s e s .
FESOLUTION:
DISPLAY 50 degrees/majordrvsion
MABKEF 1 deg.ee

200 degrees

Transler Function
T E A S U B E M E N T i l O D E S : D u a L c h a n f r e l1 2 8 - p o i n l t a n s l e r l u n c t o n s a r e
OISPLAY MOOES:
LoG AMPLITUOE 10 dB/major div,s,onand 2 dB/majo, div,s,on
LINEAn AMPLITUDE Conslanl lloaling-pomltadDn/frajor divrsion
PBASE: Conslanl S d€f66s/maior dNsron
ilEASUBEMENT AANGE:
LOG AMPLITUOE Calibratd ianges ol . r60 dB lull scale ro S0 dBlll scale
n 10 da sreps. uncalib.ared vernrersprovde @nrinuous coverage beeeen
I
L1NEABAMPLITUOE:Caiibratedfanges oJ4 o t 1oalull scalero 4.0 i 1O lu
s€le rn fadoLo!10 sleps. Uncalibraledvefniers provrde conrnools cover
age bekeen sleps.
PHASE OISPLAY RATGE: +200 degrees ro 2@ deg,e6.

General
I N P U T I M P E D A N C E1:0 5 ( lI 5 o l a s h u n t d b y . 6 0 p F t o m r n p l l h i g h t o l o w f o r l e s s
lhan 75% rolatve humidity
DC ISOLAnON: hpul low may be conneded to chass6 qround or lloaled up lo
30 voils lo reduc€ efiods ol ground loops on ihe measuremenr.
INPUI COUPLING: ac or dc. Low t4lency 3-dB rol ofl oi ac couplingis .:1 Hz.
COIMON MOOE REJECTION:
50 HZ: >60 dB.
60 HZ: >$ d8.
INPUTCflANNEL CROSSTALK: i
l40dB b€rweenchannelswilh 1 kt) so!.ce
lmpedance dnvlng one chanrel wilh olh€r channel lermrnaled n 1 kt).
TFIGGEF MODES:
FREE RUN: New measuremenl s initiared by complelion of pr€viols mea,
EXTEBNAL Fearpanel swilch allows new measuremenb Io & initald by
external frL polses.
INPUT SIGNAL New neasu.emenl is initialed when input signal moots speci
tied hg9er conditon.
fRIGGER COTDITIONS:
SIGNAL CONOTTIONST
Tiggenng can & seled€d to occlr on positive or
negalve going ransilions through tlgger level Tigger svsl E adjusled
&lween llme re@rd ovenoad limils by connnlols vernBr
SINoLE/MULTIPLE TRIGGEFS: Single-shoi rigge.lng is specified by rakinsrfumenr oul ol FEPETITIvE trod€ AFM conlror sensilzes instufrenl to takc anolher measofemeril in rhe srngle shot mode.
OUTPUT SIGNALS:
x-Y BECOBOERI
VEBTICAL: 0 lo 5.25V I 5o4
HOFIZONTAL: 0 lo 5.25v 1 5%.
I M P E D A N C E : 1k ! l
PEN Lln: Conlact closure d!.ing sweep.
NOrSE SOUACE
PEFIODIC: Pse!dorandom norsesignalwlh specral lne spacingslhal malch
calc!lated poinl spacin9 for seleded liequency span. Fr€qlency response is
J 1 d B w l h U N I F O B Mp a s s b a n ds h a p o a n d 1 0 d B V l e v e l
BANDOM: nandom noise signali noise spedrum rs band hited and band
ranslated to malch selecl€d measurenent
LEVEL. V€rnrercontor trom- 10 mv ro :500 mv rms inro toad oi >50(!.
IMPEOANCE:.:2!l
IMPULSE SOURCE: TTL lowto-hrgh pulse with period squa to lime record
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band-selectable analysis is possible by analog
techniques but is often impractical because of the
high cost of ensuring good gain and phase match
between the real and imaginary signal channels. Two
or more digital filters, on the other hand, can be
matched in gain and phase exactly, regardless of
temperature, aging, or production variations.

POWER OF DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
I
now becoming available through the use of largescale integrated circuits is giving low-frequency spectrum analyzers unprecedented flexibility and computational power at relatively low cost. For example, the
HP Model 3582A, described in the preceding article,
derives much of its signal-processing capabilities
from four single-chip LSI digital filters. This article
describes how it was possible to implement these
filters on LSI chips.

Span Control
Model 3582A uses a particular type of digital filter
called a decimation filter, a type that plays a fundamental role in analyzers based on the fast Fourier
transform (FFT).
As explained in the box on page 7, the first step
in FFT processing is the collection of N equallyspaced-in-time samples of the analog input during a
measurement time interval T. The N samples are used
in computing the discrete Fourier transform of the
input signal. The result of the transform can be
likened to the response of a bank of N narrow
bandpass filters spaced at center frequencies of r/T
Hz. The responses of these filters are plotted on the
analyzer's CRT to generate the amplitude-vsfrequency display.
An important characteristic of the FFT frequency
analysis is that the frequency span width and resolution
is directly proportional to the sampling rate (f, : N/T).
In accordance with sampled-data theory, the input
signal must be band limited to less than f,/2 to avoid
aliasing but because of practical filter limitations, the
input signal bandwidth is usually limited to something between f./4 and fr/3.
Spectrum analyzers need to change their frequency
span over a broad range to accommodate a variety of
input signals. Model 3582A, for example, has fourteen spans ranging from 1 Hz to 25 kHz in a I-2.5-S
sequence. Providing fourteen sample rates poses no
problem, but providing an analog anti-aliasing filter
with fourteen programmable bandwidths does. In the
Model 35824, digital filters following the A-to-D
converter limit the bandwidth to the frequency span
desired. The input signal to the A-to-D converter is
band-limited to zs.O kHz by a fixed, analog, low-pass
filter regardless of the frequency span desired, and
samples of the input are taken at a fixed rate of 102.4
kHz. Sample words at the output of the digital filters
are selectively discarded to effect a resampling at a

The arithmetic, storage, and speed requirements of
the digital filtering proposed for the Model 3S82A
presented formidable technical challenges. The requirement for doing three to six million multiplications per second far exceeded the capabilities of
available microprocessors. Additional complications
were presented by the need for 1B- to 21-bit precision
in the computations. Thus, a dedicated hardware signal processor of some kind appeared to be the only
viable solution.
This processor could have been built with off-theshelf components, but the cost in terms of component
count, board space,power, and reliability would have
been high. Implementing the processor by large-scale
integration (LSI), however, promised more than a
B0% hardware savings, coupled with lower power
and higher reliability from the use of fewer components. The development of a custom NMOS digital
filter chip was therefore undertaken.
The underlying problem was how to design the
filter processor with enough power to do the job
within the confines of a reasonably sized chip.

Digital Filtering in Spectrum Analysis
The term "digital filter" refers to a computational
process by which a sequence of numbers, usually
samples of an analog signal, is transformed into a
second sequence of numbers (see box, page 17). In a
spectrum analyzer this process corresponds to either
low-pass or bandpass filtering.
Digital filtering in a spectrum analyzer also provides a practical means of implementing bandselectableanalysis or "zoom" to analyze the spectrum
of a narrow frequency band centered on any frequency within the range of the analyzer. The translation of the frequency band to baseband needed for
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It soon becameobvious that it was impractical to
meet these requirementswith a single filter. The
higher reduction ratios (input bandwidth/output
bandwidth) that would be neededfor the nauow span
widths would require coefficient word lengths greater than 30 bits if a recursive infinite-impulseresponse (IIR) low-pass filter were used. If a nonrecursive finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter were
used, the number of coefficients required would be
greaterthan 100,000.
Coefficient words get very long with IIR filters becausethe poles of the transferfunction in the z plane
$oup closer and closer to the unit circle at z : * 1 as
the bandwidth is reduced. The relative positions of
thesepoles must be maintained precisely to preserve
both stability and the desired transfer function. With
finite arithmetic, the poles can only assumecertain
quantized positions so, to obtain the desired transfer
function as the bandwidth is made narrower, the precision of the arithmetic needs to be increased.
With FIR low-pass filters, the transfer function is
determined by zeros in the z plane. The order of the
filter, or equivalently the length of its impulse response,grows in size inversely with bandwidth. The
order (number of multiplication coefficientsJ required for the 1-Hz bandwidth is about 10,000times
that required for the 10-kHz bandwidth.
LSI chip area relates directly to the complexity of
the processingalgorithmsfor the LSI filters, so a reduction in processingcomplexity was a major goal for
this project. The solution was to implement the filter
as a cascadeof severalfilters with interstagedecimation of the sample rate, a common practice with decimation filtering. Each filter stage then needs to accomplish only a modest samplerate reduction with a
consequentreduction in the complexity of the filter
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Fig. 1. Specilicationsfor the band-limitingfiltersto be used in
the Model 35824 Spectrum Analyzer. The filter is to have 14
programmable cut-off frequencies (fc) ranging from 25 kHz
down to 1 Hz.

rate of four times the desired frequency

span.

This process of simultaneous digital low-pass filtering and sample rate reduction is called decimation
filtering. Only the band to be analyzed is presented to
the FFT processor. Since the resample rate tracks the
span width, the FFT algorithm remains the same regardless of the selected span.
Choosing a Filter
The basic requirements for the digital filters in the
Model 3582A are shown in Fig. 1. The passband
corner frequency, since it sets the frequency span of
the analysis, needs to be variable from 25 kHz (no
filtering) down to 1 Hz in a 25-7O-5-2.5sequence. To
provide proper anti-aliasing, the stopband needs to
start at three times the cut-off frequency and should
be at least -80 dB relative to the passband to assure
that aliased signals are suppressed to an undetectable
level. The passband ripple, however, can be on the
order of -'-0.5 dB since the effects of ripple can be
compensated for by weighting the spectral frequency
components after the FFT analysis. This compensation is accomplished simply by multiplying the spectrum by the inverse of the ripple function. Phase nonlinearities introduced by the filter can be removed in
an identical fashion.
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Fig,2. lnteileavedprocessrng scheme for the digital lilter.
Two complete filter computations are performed during each
input sample period: one for the first filterstage, and one for
one of the downstream filters according to this example
schedule.
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stage. In addition, the downstream filters in the cascade compute at reduced sample rates, further
simplifying computational requirements.

Evidently the advantages of FIR filters have resulted
in more decimation filters being implemented with
FIR approaches than IIR, but in our case the necessity
to implement the filters in LSI required some special
considerations.

Interleaved Multiplications
In the final filter design, a cascadeof eight filters in
series is used with the output selected from any of the
eight. Each filter stage is allowed to compute either a
decimation by two or a decimation by five, giving
overall decimation ratios of 2- x Sowhere m * n <8.
This easily satisfies the requirement for the 14 frequency spans with decimation ratios ranging from 1
to 25000.
An interesting aspect of this filter structure is found
upon examination of the total computational requirements. Consider the case where all eight filters
are each performing a decimation by 2. The first filter
computes at the input sample rate. The second filter,
however, needs to compute at only one-half the rate
because of the sample rate reduction. In like manner,
the third filter computes at one-fourth the rate, the
fourth at one-eighth the rate, and so on, forming a
g e o m e t r i c s e r i e s ,1 + y 2 + y 4 + y B * . . . . . , t h a tc o n v e r g e so n
2. This means that the total computational requirement of all eight filter stages can be satisfied by a
single processor operating at twice the rate required
by the first filter stage. Actually, hardware is needed
for only one filter stage. The processor has eight
channels of memory to store intermediate statesof the
filters but only one set of arithmetic hardware. Fig. 2
illustrates how the processing steps are scheduled so
the eight filter stages can timeshare the hardware.

Table I
FIR

IIR

Only need to compute at

Must compute every input
sample
Not linear phase
Less storage
B-l2multiplications/input
Sth ord'er structure/per
stage
Fewer coefficients
More noise/bit

output rate
Linear phase
More storage
4-Bmultiplications/input
N:16 to 38/per stage
More coefficients
Less noise/bit

In making the choice between FIR and IIR, Iet us
consider the elements that require chip area in an LSI
digital filter. By far the largest consumer of chip area
would be the multipliers. For example, a 12x16-bit
multiplier requires nearly 106 square micrometres of
chip area. A second consumer is memory. Dynamic
memory takes less space than static, and serial shift
registers take much less space than random access
memory.
A third large consumer of chip area is interconnect.
We have found that about 40% of the area of most LSI
chips is devoted to simply interconnecting the various active devices. Serial arithmetic structures bring
an advantage here since only a single interconnect is
needed to transfer a 24-bit word. This, however, is at
the expense of the total transfer time.
We chose to use serial arithmetic to minimize interconnects, and dynamic shift-register memory. However, the key element by far in our design strategy
became the multipliers and associated coefficients.

llR or FIR?
Much has been written in the literature about the
virtues of both IIR and FIR filters. The primary differences between these two classes of filters as far as
decimation is concerned are listed below in Table 1.

What is a Digital Filter?
Digitalfilteringis a computationalprocessor algorithmby
whicha sampledsignalor sequenceof numbers,actingas an
input,is transformed
intoa secondsequenceof numberscalled
the output. The computationalprocess may correspond to
high-pass,low-pass,bandpass,or bandstopfiltering,integration,differentiation,
or somethingelse.The second sequence
can be used for further processing,as in a fast-Fouriertransformanalyzer,or lt can be convertedto an analog sjgnal,
producinga filteredversionof the originalanalogsignal.
The digital approach offers many advantagesover analog
aoproaches:
o Changes resultingfrom variationsin componentvaluesnormallyassociatedwith filtercapacitorsand resistorsas a
resultof temperatureor aging-are non-existent.
o Periodiccalibrationis elimirlated.
o The performance
from unitto unit is stableand repeatable.
r Greatflexibilityis availablesince filterresponsecan be al-

tered by changingarithmeticcoefficrents.
r Arbitrarily
highprecisioncan be achieved,limitedonlyby the
numberof bits involved.
o Very small size, low power,and low cost are possibleby
Iarne-scalc

intcnration.

An Example
Let us considerthe followingpracticalsituation:the needto
rejectvery strong 60-Hz interference
a 1O-Hz
contamrnating
signalof interest.
The obvioussolutionis to builda bandstopor
notchfilterthat rejectsthe 60-Hzcomponentwhilepassingthe
'10-Hz
signalwith littleor no alteration.
Firsta familiaranalog RC notch filterwill be examined.A
commonlyusedRC notchfilternetworkis the "twin-T"shownin
Fig. 1 (next page).This familiarnetworkderivesits bandstop
characteristics
from a pair of transmission
zeroslocatedin the
s planeon the imaginaryaxisat 60 Hz. lt alsohas two poleson
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the negativereal axis, but they hardly aftect the bandstop
Applyingthe waveformshownin colorin Fig. 1
characteristics.
to the notchfilterresultsin the outputshownin black.As can be
and
seen,the twin-Tcircuitrejectsall of the 60-Hzinterference
leavesthe desired10-Hzsignal.
Changingthecenterfrequencyof thenotchrequireschanges
in thevaluesof allthreecapacitors,
allthreeresistors,
or thetwo
shuntelements,R' and C', together,The positionand depthof
the notchis verysensitive
to parameter
changesin the componentsof the twin-T,so precisioncomponentsmust be used in
buildingthe filterif good rejectionat exactly60 Hz is to be
maintained.

a rateof 500 samples/s,
60-Hzcomponentsin the analoginput
signalwill be eliminatedfrom the regeneratedanalogoutput
srgnal.
Justas the Laplacetransformcan be usedto analyzelinear
iilters,the z transformcan be usedto analyzedigitalfilters.The
filtershownin Flg.2 derivesitsbandstopcharacteristics
f roma
pairof transmission
zeroslocatedin thez planeon theunitcircle
at a pointcorresponding
to 60 Hz. No polesare indicatedin this
transferfunction,butthesecan be implemented
whendesired.
Fig. 2 also shows two cycles of the sampled 10-Hz input
signal (in color) which is contaminatedas before by 60-Hz
interference.
Passingthis input sequencethroughthe digital
bandstopfilterresultsin the outputsequenceshownin black.lt
is evidentthatthe filterhas rejectedallof the 60-Hzinterference
leavingthe desired1O-Hzsignal.(lt is a simpleexerciseon a
calculatoror computerto generatethis inputsignaland computetheoutputsequencey(n)accordingto thedifferenceequation shownin Fig. 2).
One advantagethatthe digitalfilterhas in this applicationis
that the positionand depth of the bandstopnotchwill remain
constantand will not driftwith temperature
or age.
Thenotchcenterfrequencycan be changedin twoways.The
firstway is simplyto changethe multiplication
coefficient.For
example,changingthe - 1.46coefficientto - 1.62changesthe
notchcenterfrequencyto 50 Hz.
Thesecondway is to changethe samplerate.ln this particular example,the notchcenterfrequencyis 12% of the sample
rate.Reducingthe sample rale to 417 Hz reducesthe notch
centerto 50 Hz,
ln summary,for certainapplications
digitalfiltersofferadvantages in terms of flexibility,
stability,and simplicityof control
when comparedto theiranalogcounterparts.

The Digital Filter
The digitalfiltersolutionto this problemis simpleyet just as
effectiveas the linearfrlterand is considerably
moreflexible.In
this case the input signal is sampledby an analog-to-digital
converterat a rateof 500 samplespersecond.Thatis,the input
signallevelis measuredat intervals
of 2 ms and the resultforms
the inputsequenceto our digitalfilter.
Fig,2 showsthedigitalcounterpart
to thetwin-Tnotchcircuit.
Thisfilteris madeusingtwo registers,
a digitalmultiplier,
and a
3-inputadder.As the differenceequationin Fig. 2 shows,the
currentoutputsampleword [y(n)]-isformedby summingthe
current input sample word ix(n)l with the previous input
by theconstant-1.46, and withthesecond
[x(n-t )] multiplied
previousinput[x(n-2)]. Whenthisfilteris fed samplewordsat

x(n-1)
x(n)
lnpul
Sequence

x(n-2)

y(n) Output Sequence
y ( n ) = x ( n ) - 1 . 4 6x ( n - 1 ) + x ( n - 2 )

=1 -1.462-1
H(')=
+z-2
}f;i

10 Hz
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multiplicand requires a capability for subtraction,
this is just as easy to do as addition. (These techniques
result in mathematical operations closely related to
the well known Booth's algorithm for multiplication.)
This bit-minimization feature along with further
developments to be discussed allowed the implementation of separatemultiplier circuits for each of the 12
coefficients in the filter structure,

With reference to Table I, we found that FIR filters
require fewer multiplications but these involve more
coefficients. IIR filters require less storage but longer
coefficients. Linear phase was not of prime importance because the analyzer would have the ability to
correct for both gain and phase after the FFT analysis.
To achieve the required multiplication rate with
NMOS circuits, several multipliers operating in
parallel would have to be included on the chip.
Minimizing the number of coefficients that each multiplier had to work with would further simplify the
circuitry. Some further space-saving developments
with respect to IIR coefficients, to be described next,
occurred. Thus an IIR filter design was chosen.

Modilied CSD's
Further reductions in multiplier complexity are
possible by limiting the number of non-zero bits in
each CSD word to three, a representation we chose to
call sparse canonical signed digits. This means, of
course, that certain values cannot be represented.
However, it turns out that this is not a severe restriction. Fig. 3 indicates all the CSD numbers with three
oi fewer non-zero bits available between the values of
0 and +2 compared to 7-bit binary (fractional powers
of two are present and restricted to no smaller than
-6).
2
An identical set exists for the range - 2 to 0. Most
IIR digital filters are designed using second-order
sections having coefficient values between *2 and
-2, a result of the necessity to keep the poles and
zeros on or within the unit circle in the z plane. Thus,
very few coefficient values would be missed by using

Coefficients
The usual binary coefficients can be represented by
the expression:

a:

2.0

B-1
) x;2r,
i:0

a weighted sum of B powers of 2 where the weights, x,
or bits as we know them, can take on the values 0 or 1.
Another method of representing coefficients,
called canonical signed digits (CSD), allows the bits
the
to take on the values 0, 1, and T (-t).During
1950's in the early days of computers, this code was
discussed in many publications with reference to fast
multiplication.l
It has been shown that for any integer X, there exists
a unique representation in CSD code in which no two
consecutive bits are non-zero.1Furthermore, the CSD
representotion hos the leost number of non-zero bits.
in binary
For example, decimal 31 becomes 01,L'1,1,'1,
but in CSD it is 10000T-only two non-zero bits as
compared to five in binary.
It can be shown that CSD representation generally
requires 33% fewer non-zero bits than binary. This bit
minimization feature of CSD was very important to
the realization of the LSI filter. Consider the operation
of multiplication. Although there are many multiplication algorithms, the fundamental technique involves shifting and adding. CSD requires fewer additions than straight binary because an add is needed
only for the non-zero bit positions in the multiplier
word. Although using a CSD multiplier and a binary

Coeflicient
Multipliers

Y(n)=x(n)+ay(n- 1)+b y(n-2)

Hc)= r-t:1-bz-,=i€i
Polesat ret io
Wherer =VF

,="*-'(rfr)

Fig. 4. Second-ordercanonrcdigitalfiltersection.Theboxes
labelled z-1 are storage regisfersthat delay output sample
words by one sample peilod.
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Fig.5. (a) Discretepolesrealizable with B-bit canonical-signeddigit code limited to three non-zero
bits in the filterof Fig 5. (b) Poles
realizablewith CSDcode limited to
threenon-zerobits whennine shift
posltionsare allowed.
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CSD code restricted to three non-zero bits.
Let us now examine the distribution of poles availa b l e w i t h s p a r s eC S D i n a f i l t e r d e s i g n .F i g . 4 i n d i c a t e s
the configuration of a second-order canonic digital
filter section (canonic meaning that this structure has
the least number of memory elements with respect to
other second-order structures; it also involves the
least number of multiplications).
The pole and zero locations can be found by substituting all possible sparse CSD values for coefficients a and b in the equations of the z-transform
transfer function in Fig. . Fig. 5a shows the location
of the poles in the first quadrant resulting from this
substitution. Since this analysis simply involves finding the root positions of a second-order polynomial,
Fig. 5a also shows the location of available zeros.
Zeros useful for shaping the stop band of the filter all
fall on the unit circle. The missing bands correspond
to the missing digits in sparse CSD, as indicated in
Fig. 3.
In this analysis the number of non-zero digits was
restricted to three and the maximum shift positions to
eight, giving the least-significant digit a weight of
+2-7 . The density of pole locations can be increased
by allowing more shift positions. Fig. 5b shows the
result of allowing an additional shift position but
still only three non-zero bits, where the least signifi-8.
cant digit has a weight of *2

2100 disc-based computer system, the pole positions
of the z transform were iteratively adjusted to the
neighboring sparse CSD positions of Fig. 5b and the
resulting frequency responsesevaluated. The optimization strategy was directed towards keeping the
stopband rejection to greater than B0 dB while
minimizing the passband ripple. Equal positive and

0
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+5 Filter Transfer Function
-40
dB
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Which Poles and Zeros?
The problem now was to find appropriate filter
transfer functions using the available pole and zero
positions of Fig. 5b. An iterative procedure was used.
Initially, a prototype analog filter was selected from
one of the filter design handbooks. Using the bilinear
z-transform, the transfer function H(s) of this filter
was converted to H(z). Then, with the aid of an HP

I sAo

3 lslzo

Frequency

Fig.6. Transfer functionsof the decimationfitterselectedwith
the help of a computer tterativeprocedure. The procedure
derivedthe functionsusrngpole-zeroposillonsselectedfrom
thoseplotted tn Fig. 5b.
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negative excursions of the ripple were desired in both
the pass- and stopbands.
This procedure resulted in finding sparseCSD coefficients that contain an average of 1,.7 non-zero bits
( 2 . 3 f o r p o l e s , 1 . 1 f o r z e r o s ) .T h i s c o m p a r e st o t h e 4 t o
7 non-zero bits that normally would be required for
conventional binary.
The chosen transfer functions are shown in Fig. 6.
The decimation-by-5 filter requires a fifth-order elliptic algorithm having five poles and five zeros and the
decimation-by-2 filter uses a fourth-order elliptic algorithm. Although the latter has a less-than-optimum
transfer function, it was chosen for reasons to be
explained later.
Scaling and Word Lengths
Two other items were considered as an integral part
of the design of the filter structure. One concerns
overflows at the internal summing nodes. Not only
does an overflow cause distortion in the output, but in
recursive digital filters an overflow can cause the
filter to go into an oscillatory mode that is sustained
by repeated overflows. Called overflow oscillation, it

is well documented in the literature.
The usual way of dealing with this problem is to
s c a l e t h e s i g n a l l e v e l s b e t w e e n f i l t e r s e c t i o n st o k e e p
the arithmetic values within bounds. The scale factors can be included as part of the feed-forward coefficients that define the zeros. We chose the so-called
safe scaling, a conservative approach wherein the
theoretical maximum value attainable at each node is
determined and the scaling factors are adjusted to
keep these values within bounds. Other strategiesare
available but they require additional overload detection and limiter circuits to prevent oscillations. Safe
scaling also insured that no input signal regardless of
shape or crest factor could cause overloads in the
internal structure of the filter.
Secondly, analysis of the effects of rounding or
truncation played a fundamental role in the design.
For example, a 27-bit product results from multiplying a 16-bit data word by a r2-bit coefficient. Ordinarily, the product would be trimmed back to 16 bits to
conserve storage and chip area but internal noise is
generated in filters at every point where this trimming occurs. These noises are summed at the output

Fig. 7. Block diaqran of the
se/ecledfrlter Thrsane structure
is timesharedby the eight implied
filter secilans Erclhtchannels of
mentarytn eaclt z ; block store
resultstrornthe vatous filtersec
ilon conlptltailons
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to form the total self noise of the filter. Analysis and
simulation showed that to keep this self-noise at an
insignificant level compared to the signal, an interstage word length of zt bits would be required.
Optimum Structure
The final structure of the filter is related to both the
self noise and the scaling. The decimation filter has
two second-order zeros,two second-order poles, one
first-order zero, and one first-order pole. We chose to
implement the filter as three cascaded sections: two
second-order and one first-order.
The relative positions of these sections can be permuted within the filter structure, and the poles and
zeros can be paired in many combinations. The relative noise-power figures for the various permutations
were derived theoretically (and verified once the filter was completed). The quietest structure could then
be determined. Actually, the next-to-quietest structure was chosen instead of the quietest because the
simpler coefficients used with the non-optimum
decimation-by-2 algorithm, mentioned previously,
could be formed as a subset of the decimation-by-5
coefficients. This allowed a single processor to be
used for both the decimation by 2 and the decimation
by 5. Savings in chip area was the reason for this
decision.
The resulting arithmetic structure is shown in Fig. 7.
The two second-order sections are followed by the
first-order section. The multiplier at the filter input
multiplies the rz-bit ADC output with the 16-bit
"local oscillator" sample to perform the frequency
translation for band-selectable analysis (zoom).
The data word length is 2t bits. Of these, 17 bits are
necessaryfor a single filter's operation, an average of
r% bits are necessaryfor the combined insertion loss
of the eight cascaded filters, and 1,1/z
bits compensate
for the accumulated self noise. One bit is added for
timing considerations.
As shown in Fig. 7, each memory block has eight
shift-register memories to serve as the z 1 (sample)
delays for the internal nodes of the filters. The feedback memory collects and saves filter outputs to be
used as inputs to the subsequent downstream filter
operations in the cascade.

even though the input is zero, a consequence of the
truncation or rounding of the results of arithmetic
operations. Since the normal sample-to-sample
changes in the filter input are large compared to the
rounding error, the effect is simply the addition of
.noise, as previously discussed. The limit-cycle nonzero outputs can be either a constant value (deadband), or oscillatory in nature and they are welldocumented in the digital-filter literature.
During early investigations of the filter algorithms,
analysis indicated that the data word lengths were
sufficient to keep the limit-cycle amplitudes at acceptable levels. However, in experiments with the
software model, more severe limit cycles appeared.
Investigation revealed that several filters in the cascade would limit cycle in a "synchronous" manner
such that the limit-cycle output of the last filter in the
cascade was well above the noise level.
Rather than increase the data word length to reduce
the limit cycle amplitude, we chose to inject a low-

+1

Software Emulation
A bit-for-bit model of the filter structure was programmed in software and exercised extensively on
the computer to determine the filter's true performance. Roundoff noise was studied and it agreed
with predicted performance. Overloading was tested
with worst-case inputs.
Probably the most important outcome of this portion of the design was the discovery of small signal
limit-cycle problems. These are non-zero outputs

Fig. 8. Shlltregistermemorycell used in the LSIimplementation of the digitalfilter.A brt is storedin parasiticcapacitance
C1 whenclock 62 occurs,and it ts transferredto capacitance
C2 on clock 61.
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Other circuits on the chip include full adders,
counters, R-S flip-flops, D-latches, ROMs, and assorted logic gates. A key element in the design phase
was the inclusion of about seventy-five 20pcm-square
test pads at critical points. During the debug phase,
digital sequencesat these points resulting from a test
input were compared to sequences generated by the
software simulator. Debugging could therefore be
performed in a manner similar to signal tracing. This
saved a substantial amount of time during the chip
turn-on phase.
The final chip is shown in Fig. 9. Of special interest
here are the areas devoted to multipliers. All of the
arithmetic required to perform the decimation-by-2
and decimation-by-5 algorithms is located in the
central portion of the chip. They perform the equivalent of 13 multiplications every 5 ps, using the sparse
canonical signed digits. By contrast, the input
"mixer" (multiplier) at the lower left of the chip is of
standard design, it performs one 1,2 x 16 multiplication every 5 trr,s.

Ievel dither signal into the rounding input of the
summation nodes of the two second-order sections.
The dither variance is sufficient to break up the limit
cycles but low enough to be invisible compared to the
signal. As a further precaution, the dominant spectral
energy of the dither signal was placed in the filter's
transition band.
HardwareSimulation
The digital filters were then simulated in hardware.
This required about 450 TTL IC's per filter, this many
being required because the simulated filters were designed to be as close as possible to the proposed LSI
design. Many of the details and problems of the distributed control and timing system were debugged
and improved with the aid of these filters. AIong with
the debugging performed with the software model,
this proved the integrity of the design before the LSI
design was complete.
The simulated filters also enabled lab prototypes of
the spectrum analyzer to be built and evaluated long
before the filter LSI filter chips became available.
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LSI lmplementation
The final design was implemented in LSI with the
Hewlett-Packard NMOS-II process.2 Typical of the
kind of circuits used is the one-bit memory cell shown
in Fig. 8. This design was chosen because it uses less
chip area and loads the clock less than other designs.
Twenty-eight of these are cascadedto form each of the
eight circulating shift-register memories in each
delay element shown in Fig. 7. These registers operate at a 6-MHz clock rate.
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Fig.9. Digitalfilterchip contatnsabout 16,500transistorsand
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DesktopPlotterlPrinterDoes Both Vector
GraphicPlottingand Fast Text Printing
This HP-lB desktop hardcopy unit has a bidirectional
paper drive for long-axisp/ots and unattendedplotting.
It offersuser unit scaling,graph rotation,printer capabilities,
seven dashed-linefonts,Englishand Europeancharacter
sefs, and user-definablecharacters.
by Majid Azmoon, Jaime H. Bohorquez,and Rick A. Warp

t fOST PEOPLE WHO NEED HARD COPIES of
IVI
computer-generated data use two separate instruments, a vector plotter for graphics and a printer
for reports or program listings. Now there is a costeffective alternative. A new microprocessor-controlled desktop hardcopy unit, Model 7245A Plotter/
Printer (Fig. r), has both capabilities. Thus it can not
only replace two separate instruments, but also
imbed text in graphics and combine reports and plots
on a single sheet of paper (Fig. Z).
Operating as a plotter, the 7245A has most bf the
features of Models 9872 A and z zzt AX-Y Plotters.1'2'3
These include absolute and relative plotting, internal
drawn-character generation for labeling plots,
dashed-line fonts, and point digitizing, Five drawn-

character sets are standard. The plotter/printer also
has automatic page advance. long-axis plotting capability, and user unit scaling. Option 001 adds circle
and axis generation.
In addition to these plotter features, the 7245A
operating in plotter mode can print 7xg and 14xg
dot-matrix characters in four orthogonal directions
for fast plot labeline (Fig. 3J. In fact, it can do everything in plotter mode that it can do in printer mode, as
described in the next paragraph, except that it cannot
do tabbing in plotter mode, and the interface language is different. Operating as a plotter, the 7245A
accepts instructions over the HP Interface Bus* in
HP's standard graphics language, HP-GL (see box,
.TheHP-lBis Hewlett-Packard's
(ANSIstandard
implementation
of IEEE
standard
488-1975
MC1.1).

Fig. 1. Model 72454 Plotterl
Printer combines the features of a
fast thermal dot matrix printer with
the capabilitiesof an X-Yplottel
that can produce long-axis plots.
Its 61-metreroll of paper allowsit
to operate unattended for long
periods.
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Fig. 3. For f ast plot labeling, the plotterlprinter can print dot
matrix characters in four orthogonal directions.
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13Z-column font and the ability to reproduce a 72Obit-wide raster-scan picture from the HP-IB (Fig. +).
Standard dot-matrix character sets include a 728'
character ASCII set and special characters for six
European languages.
The 7245{has a bidirectional paper drive that can
produce plots as long as five metres and return to the
starting point from any point in any direction with a
repeatability of o.zs mm. The highest plotting speed
is 0.25 m/s (10 in/s) on each axis. A moving thin-film
thermal printhead serves for both matrix printing and
vector plotting. The thermally-sensitive paper comes
in rolls 61 m [200 ft) long, adequate for many unattended applications. Self-test features and a 120character buffer are built-in.
Model 7z4ic/'Plotter/Printer is expected to find applications in engineering design, production testing,
data acquisition, process monitoring, and business
and medical plotting.

"
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Fig. 2. The plotterlprinter can imbed text in graphics and
combine reportsand plots on a single sheetof paper. Plots
can be labeled with either drawn charactets or dot mattix
cnaractets.
page 26). In this respect,

it is software

compatible

Design Considerations
The perceived applications for a product with both
printing and plotting capability demanded considerable mechanical capability. In a production test envi-

e.irr-i
srxmt

with the 5872A.
Operating as a printer, the plotter/printer accepts
standard ASCII line-printer codesfor such functions
as form feed, font change,and control of margins and
tabbing. It prints 7x9 dot-matrix charactersat 38
charactersper second. Characterscan be underlined
while they are being printed, and 88 columns can be
printed acrossthe 216-mm-widepaper.A larger14x 9
dot matrix is used to print titles at 19 charactersper
second in a 44-column format. Option 001 adds a

:
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Fig,4, Option 001 adds the ability to reproduce a raster scan
CRT display from the HP lnterface Bus.
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Plotter/Printer Interface Languages:HP-GL and ASCII
by Michael P. Trego
The standard 7245A PlotlerlPrinteris interfacedvia the HP
InterlaceBus, or HP-IB(IEEEstandard488-1975),and decodesincomingeight-bitdatain two modes.In plottermodethe
data consistsof ASCll. charactersforminga languagecalled
HP-GL(Hewlett-Packard
GraphicsLanguage).In printermode
the data are also ASCIIcharactersdecoded as a line printer
wouldJorfastcharacterprintingwith escapesequencesused
for controlfunctions.lf Option001 is installeda rasterfunction
may be accessedthroughthe printermode with additional
escapesequences.The rasterfunctionallowscontrolol a720bit-widepicture
functronis controlledby two methods:
r The Plotter/Printer
r T w o l i s t e n a d d r e s s e s :T h e r e a r - p a n e lH P - l B a d d r e s s
switchesselectthe plotteraddressand the printeraddressis
the next higheraddress
r Escapeseouences:All data is sentto the addressselected
by the rear-paneladdressswitches.To enter printermode
send.
esc%@
To leaveprintermode (returnto plottermode),send:
esc%A
HP-GL
The Hewlett-Packard
GraphicsLanguage,or HP-GL,came
into being when the 98724 X-Y Plotterlwas in the planning
stage.The new plotterwas to havethe capabilityto send data
as well as to receiveit. This would make possiblesuch measurementfunctionsas pointdigitizing.The HP-lBwas chosen
as theinpuvoutput
system.Theprojectofferedan opportunity
to
createa new graphics language.Requirements
for the languagewere:
r Thatthe elementsof the languagebe ASCIItypingcharacters for ease of calculatoror computergenerationand for
easeof debuggingat the interlace
r That commands be in some mnemonicform for ease of
rememberingand yet be consistentwith minimizingthe
numberof transmitted
characters
r That the number of commandsbe expandablefor use in
futureproducts
r That defaultconditionsbe as consistentas oossible.
One-letterinstruction
mnemonicsdid not permitenoughin'ASC

L = Amercan

structions.
Three-letter
and variable-length
mnemonicsgave a
good representation
of words,along with a large numberof
combinationsfor instructions,
but were difficultto store and
parsein a 16-bitprocessor.Fixed-length,
instructions
two-letter
seemedto be an optimumcompromisein that they gave fair
representation,
were well suitedto processingin a 16-bitarchrtecture,
and provideover600 combinations
for instructions.
A choiceof upperor lower-caserepresentation
was added for
ease of softwaregenerationin some desktopcomputers.
Commasfor delimitersand ASCIInumbersfor parameters
are commonlyused and thereforeseemednaturalfor HP-GL.
An "end-ofcommand"symbolwas necessarybecauseof the
variablenumberof parametersin someof the commands.This
was specifiedas a semicolonor line-feed,becauseline-feeds
are oftengeneratedautomatically
in desktopcomputersand
the semicolonis a familartypingcharacter.
7245A Plofter Language
The plotterlanguagetor the 7245APrinter/Plotter
was to be
compatablewith 98724 HP-GL and add scalingcapability.
Thesegoals were met by expandingthe parameterformatto
includefloating-point
numbersand adding the scale instructron.A rearpanelswitchis usedto seteither98724modewhen
scalingrs done externallyor scaledmode for internalscaling.
A listof the HP-GLcommandsforthetwomachinesis givenin
Table1. HP-GLis intendedto be an expandablelanguageAs
new products use the language,new instructionscan be
createdand parameterdefinitions
specifiedto fit the need.The
72454 is a good example New instructions
such as ec (page)
and sc (scale)were added.
Parameters
for the 98724 are requiredto be in two ranges,
+32767or +127.99,becauseof the 16-bitinternalrepresentation. The 72454 expands the range of the parametersto
+1 x10tes with its internalfloating-point
representation.
The
7245Aalso has some two-letterparameters,for example,en
100,300,11;,
whereLLmeanslowerleft.Yetthe 72454 is compatible with the 98724.
References
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Standard Code for nformatton lnlerchanoe

Table 1. 98724 and 7245AHP-GL

f-98724
I

it
AP'
BP
CA'
CI
cPa

csa
DCa
DF'
D'
DP'
DR'
DT
DU
EM
[ta
N'

X-YPlotter

aT24sAPlottetPrinter

LB

aa
aa
aa
a
a

LE

:
o
a
a
o
a
a
a
a
a
a
o
a
o
a
a
a

Arc absolute
Automaticpen pickup
Arc relative
Beep
Designatealternateset
Circle
ahrrr^!ar

nl^l

Designatestandardset
D i g i t i z ec l e a r
Defaultvalues
DirectionAbsolute
D i g i t i z ep o i n t
Directionrelative
Defineterminator
Directionuser units
Enablememory
I n p u tm a s k
I ni t i a l i z e

LO

aa
o

OA
OC
OD
OE

aa
aa
aa
a
a
a

OF
ol

oo
OP
OS

aa
aa
aa
a

PC
PD

aa
a

PG
PR

RC

aa
aa
a

Instructions

I n p u tP 1 a n d P 2
I n p u tw i n d o w
Label
Label enhancement
Labeloflgrn
L i n et y p e
Outputactual positronand pen
Outputcurrentpositionand pen
Outputdigitizedporntand pen
Outputerror
Outputscale factors
Outputidenttfication
Outputoptions
O u t p u tP 1 a n d P 2
Outputstatus
Plotabsolute
Posdioncursor(PA)
Pen down
Page
Plotrelative
Pen up
Read cursorposrtion& pen (oA)
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a

RM

aa
SC
SI
SL
SN,i
SP
SR

a
a
a
a
a

SS
TL
UC
VN
VS

a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
o
a
a

a
o
XT

aa

YT

aa

o

Read memory
Selectalternatecharacterset
Scale& rotation
Absolutecharactersize
Absolutecharacterslant
Symbolmode
Selectpen
Relativecharactersize
S i z eu s e ru n i t s
T i c kl e n g t h
User definedcharacter
Adaptavevelocity
Normalvelocrty
Velocityselection
Writememory
X axrs
X-axistick
Y AXIS

Y - a x i st i c k

N O Pi n s t r u c t i o n
In optrononly

ronment, for instance, an unattended plotting capability is desirable, so the characteristics of a product
can be reported and plotted, then automatically repeated for the next product. This requires the ability
to advance pages automatically. In making Gant
charts for project management, plots may be many
pages long to account for the many time periods involved, and this requires a machine that can make a
plot with one very long axis. It also means that the
machine must be able to return to a given position on
the plot from perhaps three meters away with the
same accuracy as if it had come from 20 mm away.
These requirements for unattended and long-axis
plotting put significant constraints on the development of the paper drive for the 7245A.
In developing the 7245A Plotter/Printer and the
9872A and 7221.A X-Y Plotters, many pieces of
technology development were shared. For instance,
the step motors and the microstep drive used in the
7245A are identical to those used in the 98724 and
the 7221A.a The microprocessor systems are the
same, and the language is the same as the 9872A's,
with some extensions to account for the increased
capability of the 7245A.
In addition, some new technologies were required
for the dual capabilities of printing and plotting. A
thermal printhead was developed to achieve both the
plotting quality demanded and a printing speed
reasonable for the applications. It was also essential
that a bidirectional paper drive be developed to provide the long-axis and unattended plotting
capabilities.
While the plotter/printer is a vector device when
plotting, it is a raster device when being used as a
printer. That is, it prints horizontal rows of dots on the
paper to form characters, 12 rows at a time. This
capability can be generalized to any dot-matrix information. With Option 001, the 7245Ahas the ability
to accept general raster information from the HP-IB.
The first products to make use of the 7245A in this
mode are the HP 2647A and z0+aA Graphics Terminals.
With the increasing number of instruments that
have built-in intelligence, the question arises whether
an instrument can drive a graphics device on the
HP-IB without any other controller in the system. The
7245A provides for this with a listen-only mode. The
instrument need only send the appropriate graphics
commands in HP-GL to Ihe 7245A. It does not have to
address the 7245A as a listener on the HP-IB. This can
significantly decreasethe cost of the customer's solution, since no controller is needed to do plotting. The
7245A's scientific input format and internal scaling
capability enhance the usefulness of this feature.

printhead for dot-matrix printing, vector plotting,
and drawn characters.Heat generated when thin-film
resistors are energized is applied to areas of heat sensitive paper, causing a reaction that changes the color
of the paper at the point of applied heat. By constant
application of heat, continuous lines can be produced
to form drawn characters or plotted lines. If instead
the resistors are pulsed, independent dots can be
formed.
The 7245A prints a standard half-shifted 7x9 dot
matrix character set. By printing each vertical row
twice, a 14x9 matrix font is generated that can be
used for printing titles. The expanded font is of the
same height, but twice the width of the standard
characters, giving the printing a bold appearance.
Expanded characters can be printed at 1.9characters
per second and standard characters can be printed at
38 characters per second. Option 001 adds a 132column 5x7 dot matrix character set printed at 64
characters per second.
Text can be printed in any of the four orthogonal
directions with or without underline. An example of a
Iower-case s, underlined to show orientation, is
shown in Fig. 5. The configuration of the text printing
resistors is shown in the center of Fig. 5. This array is
the equivalent of a diagonal line of resistors and is
used because a true diagonal line was difficult to
reproduce photolithographically. An array of this
type allows the resistors to be placed without an apparent gap between resistors. The diagonal array allows text printing in two directions, and by appro-
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Fig. 5. Dot matrtx printhead reslstors are arranged tn a
diamondpatternto allowprintingin any of the four orthogonal
directions,with or withoutunderline.

Thin-Film Plotter/PrinterPrinthead
The 7245A Plotter/Printer uses a single thin-film
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priate addressing of the print elements,text can be
printed in four directions.
The design of the thermal printhead was dictated
by severalrequirements.The primary requirement
was for the printhead to be capable of high-quality,
fast, high-accuracyplotting. To achieve a highquality plotted line, the heatelementhasto havehigh
and constantheat transferto the surfaceof the paper.
High thermal efficiency guaranteesthat, during continuousplotting,the printheadassemblytemperature
does not rise above the thermal paper threshold.
These requirementsfor the plotting element are met
by using relatively thick thermal insulating material
(glass)to support the thin-film resistors.
A secondary requirement was for the thermal
printheadto be capableof fast text printing. To print
dot-matrix charactersquickly the thermal time constant of the print resistorshas to be very short. This
requirementfor the matrix printing elementscalls for
a very thin glazethat allows rapid heating and cooling of the printing elements.Early in the projectthe
decisionwas made to assurethat the 7245A was an
excellent plotter even at the sacrifice of very fast text
printing. The glazethicknesswas selectedto achieve
a high-quality plotted line with acceptableprinted
text.
As shown in Fig. 6, the thin-film printheadhas an
alumina (aluminum oxide) substrate10 mm by 16
mm. The substrateis 1 mm thick and is coatedwith 70
micrometresof glassasthe insulatinglayer.The glaze
is etchedto leaveraisedareasthat act asmesasfor the
thin-film resistors.The 10-micrometre-highmesas
improve the contact between the heating elements
and the surface of the paper. The resistor film (tantalum aluminum) and the conductor film (alumi-

Al Conductor (3 rrm)
TaAl Relistor
Characler Dot
(300 rrm)

-r-

sio2
Thermal lsolation

Resislance=25O
Power
Analog - 2.3 W
Character - tt.OW
Temperature: 40('oC

10 pm

Life:
Analog: 3.25 km
Characlei: 10 M

Fig.6, Cross-sectionof the thinJilm thermalprinthead
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Fig.7. Photographof the thermal printhead, showing the
array of dot matrix printing reslstors and the single, larger
^l^ttind

rFeief^r

num) are then vacuum-deposited by sputtering. Patterns are etched using conventional photolithographic techniques. A protective layer of aluminum
oxide is sputtered to provide both chemical and
mechanical protection of the thin-film printhead.
Fig. 7 is a photograph of the printhead showing the
array of dot-matrix print resistors and the separate
plotting resistor. Each printing resistor is approximately 340 micrometres square and the plotting resistor is 450 micrometres square. Mounted on the printhead is a clear plastic sight with crosshairs. This
cursor can be used to position the printhead with
pinpoint accuracy.
The thermal paper used by the 7245A employs the
two-component dye color reaction method of image
formation. The two component compounds are pulverized to a diameter of several micrometres, mixed
with a binder, and coated on the paper surface. The
completeness of the color-change reaction depends
on the temperature reached by the heat sensitive
layer. During plotting, the power to the resistor has to
be modulated as a function of velocity. To insure
rapid temperature rise, the power is increased during
initial turn-on or during rapid acceleration.
Because of the compromise glaze thickness, a more
complicated method of power modulation had to be
used for the printing resistors.Each individual power
pulse is modulated to insure rapid temperature rise
without excessive surface temperature that might
prove damaging to the resistor elements. Modulation
of the power envelope minimizes the effects of the
gradual heating of the printhead assembly during a
continuous power pulse train. Print element power
modulation is shown in Fig. 8. Two different modulation time constants are used: ro is the individual
power pulse modulation time constant and z, is
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point on the surface of the paper. A four-bar linkage
can accomplish this, but involves quite a few moving
parts, creating manufacturing and reliability problems. The 7245A does not use a four-bar linkage.
Instead,the gimbal point is arrangedas close to the
surfaceof the paper as possibleand then the moments
about this point are minimized by offsetting the gimbal point from the center of the printhead. In this way
it was possibleto optimize printing in the left-to-right
direction. Experimental compromises were then
made to obtain adequateprinting in the other three
directions.
The optimum horizontal position for left-to-right
printing is computedasfollows (seeFig. 9). Assumea
linear force distribution w(x), that is,

a)

w(x) : a*bx'

t
o
oo
,9

Equating vertical forces, the head force Fs is

o
o
IE

al

Time +

F":f
Jo
Fag,8. Power to the p rinthead reslsforsis rnoduIated to in9ure
rapid temperature rise wthoul excessive tempetatures. Ifle
individualpower pulsesand the envelopeof the pulsesare
both modulated.

al

w(x)dx:f

(a+bx)dx
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Balancing the moments about the gimbal point,
1.ql
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-Frd :
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Ju o l
J.

the power envelope modulation time constant. This
type of power modulationhasbeenshown to improve
print quality and printhead reliability.
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PrintheadGimbal
One of the factors affecting printing quality is contact between the head and the paper. Maintaining
good paper-resistorcontact over a large areais a problem. Not only must all the resistorstouch the paper,
but ideally eachresistorshould seean identicalforce.
The total force from all resistors is called the head
force.
A rubber roller can be compressedto provide a flat
area of contact, but the force gradient from center to
edge is very severeand print consistencyis far from
adaquate.A flat platen, with perfect alignment between head and paper,could provide equal force on
each element, but practically speaking, perfect
alignment is very difficult, if not impossible, to
achieve.
In this machinethe headis freeto movein two axes,
thus making it self-alignto a rigid flat platen. This
method has its own set of problems,becausethe rotation or gimbal point is abovethe surfaceof the paper.
Friction forces produced by the head on the paper
introduce moments about the gimbaling point and
these moments are counteractedby an unequal force
distribution betweenhead and platen (Fig. S).
The ideal situation would be to have the gimbal

where Fsis the friction force, d is the minimum possible distance from the gimbal point to the paper surface,and 0<q<1. Solving for a and b, the coefficients

Head Force Fx

Fig.9. Printhead gimbal point location is optimized to maincontactand equalizetheforces seen
taingood paper-resistor
bv the individual prlnt reslstors.
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of the linear force distribution,
6FHe

4Fn

6Frd

q:--T-T-

lll2
12Ffd

12qFs

6FH

12

12

b:-+13

For no force gradient, b : 0.
72Frd

12qFg

6Fu

+---:0
13

12

12

Solving for q in this equation gives the optimum
horizontal position for left-to-right printing.
lFfd

Bidirectional Paper Drive
The bidirectional paper drive represents a vital
contribution to this product. This technology, combined with the thermal printhead, provides vector
graphics, long-axis plotting, and unattended plotting, as well as high-quality printing.
For high-quality plotting and printing, a head force
of lso grams is needed to maintain good contact between the printhead and the paper. This head force
gives the paper a tendency to buckle. In the 7245A,
the buckling problem is overcome by using a vacuum
system that tensions the paper uniformly in both directions along the paper length.
One conventional means of moving a sheet of paper
is the friction drive, as in a typewriter. A similar
friction paper drive was investigated for the 7245A.
Essentially, this system consisted of two rubber rollers driving the paper, a writing platen in the middle,
and a few spring-loaded idlers to keep the paper on
the rollers.
The problems encountered with this system were
reliability of the drive in a wide environmental range
and accuracy and repeatability in long-axis plotting.
Any side-to-side variations in a roller's diameter or
any variation in idler forces during the paper movement created a tendency for the paper to move toward
one side or the other, resulting in gross inaccuracies
in long-axis plotting or complete failure of the drive.
To avoid this problem in a friction drive means
balancing a number of large vector forces, trying to
resolve them into a small force to cause the paper to
track precisely. This is extremely difficult if not impossible to obtain in a wide range of environments.
Repeatability, accuracy, and reliability were
achieved by using a sprocketed drive system driven
by a step motor (Fig. r0). This system has two sets of

sprockets, front and rear. The front set consists of two
sprockets and a stationary platen in the middle and is
driven directly for better accuracy. The rear set is a
sprocketed drum and is driven by a belt from the same
step motor. The two sets of sprockets are synchronized to provide identical surface velocities.
The continuous sheet of paper wraps around the
bottom of the drum, then around the platen and back
to the top of the drum, forming a chamber in which a
vacuum is drawn by a centrifugal fan (Fig. 11). Regardless of the direction of paper movement, the vacuum acts evenly on both sides of the platen, tensioning the paper uniformly to overcome the frictional
drag from the head force and the stationary platen.
The tension in the paper is linearly related to the
vacuum pressure, which in this design is 0.2 inch of
water,
Changes in humidity and temperature markedly
affect the strength and dimensional stability of paper.
This paper drive is capable of operating at 40'C and
95% relative humidity as well as at 40"C and tS%
relative humidity.
Paper movement on the stationary platen results in
enough friction to make the system over-damped,
Consequently, this axis of the drive, unlike the other
axis, does not need a mechanical damper to reduce
the amplitudes of resonances. The mechanical
damper used on the other (X) axis is the same as the
one used in the 9872A X-Y Plotter.a
When the sheet of paper is driven back into the
machine, it is stored in a paper chamber instead of
being rolled back onto the supply roll, Five metres of
paper can be stored in this chamber and driven out
and back many times. This mechanism is not so compatible with z-fold paper as with rolled paper, primar-

Fig. 10 Sprocketed drive system provides accuracy repeatability,and reliability.The drive is bidirectional;paper can
back up as much as fivemetres.Repeatabilityis 0.25mm from
any point in any direction.
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and Beth Nidzieko transferred the process from HPL
to San Diego. Terry Siden and Tom Young of our
tooling and process group logged many miles and
hours obtaining tooled parts for the project. Their
expertise was vital. Pat Fobes became virtually a part
of the lab project team with his contributions as our
product mirketing engineer. O
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